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MKDINNER (6) Programmer’s Supplementary Documents MKDINNER (6)

NAME

mkdinner — a collection of recipes

SYNOPSIS

A recipe book.

DESCRIPTION

Welcome to Thanksgiving dinner!

Please find the recipes from dinner on the rest of these pages. They’re taken and tweaked from

a number of places. See the HISTORY sections on each page for more information on original

sources.

This Thanksgiving commemorates a previous one in Brooklyn, New York in 1970. Technically

my first one. I don’t remember it, but I am quite certain I had a bit of everything my mom had

that day. I am not quite as certain if the picture on the cover is from that day, but it does show

an important tradition in my family: someone always gets to lick the spoon (or in this case

beater) after it has done its turn at extracting something tasty from a pot. It’s the reward for

showing up early! I’m guessing the maple roasted yam spoon will be where it’s at this year.

Hope everything comes out well and people have a great time! And since it’s an American

holiday and there’s been less than pleasant news from America, I offer an American’s deep

thought for the day.

"I first ran for Congress in 1999, and I got beat. I just got whooped. I had been in the

state legislature for a long time, I was in the minority party, I wasn’t getting a lot done,

and I was away from my family and putting a lot of strain on Michelle. Then for me to

run and lose that bad, I was thinking maybe this isn’t what I was cut out to do. I was

forty years old, and I’d inv ested a lot of time and effort into something that didn’t seem

to be working. But the thing that got me through that moment, and any other time that

I’ve felt stuck, is to remind myself that it’s about the work. Because if you’re worrying

about yourself - if you’re thinking: ’Am I succeeding? Am I in the right position? Am I

being appreciated?’ - then you’re going to end up feeling frustrated and stuck. But if

you can keep it about the work, you’ll always have a path. There’s always something to

be done."

President Barack Obama, Humans of New York, November 9th, 2016.

Please enjoy - and experiment with - the enclosed recipes for you and yours.

Due to silly reasons the online version of this currently has mixed up page numbers. I’ll fix it

later.

Post-dinner edit: The original apple crumble recipe called for 3 tbsp brown sugar. Due to a

mistaken inventory I ran out of brown sugar so substituted it with 1 tbsp sugar and 1 tbsp of

molasses.
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NAME

veggie-soup — a few of your five a day in warm, liquid form

SYNOPSIS

Warm and hearty vegetable soup.

DESCRIPTION

Slightly spicy vegetable soup.

IMPLEMENTATION NOTES

Chop up and fry loads of veggies. Make sure there are some potatoes. Carrots, onion and cel-

ery are also good. So are tomatoes, peppers and even an odd bit of leftover pasta sauce.

Get a bit over an equal amount by weight of vegetable stock in a pot and getting warm. Add

spices like black pepper, spicy peppers, a little salt, corriander, basil, oregano.

ENVIRONMENT

Add the fried veggies to the stock and get the mixture to a simmer. Let it simmer away for 15

minutes or so.

Once cooked, add it to a blender (you might do this in stages) and then blend till smooth. You

can then leave the soup in a new pot and keep it warm till serving, stirring occasionally.

FILES

Serve in bowls - obviously. Sour cream or croutons are nice additions.

COMPATIBILITY

Ve getarian.

Unfortunately soup needs bowls. And sadly the fancy plates don’t seem to come with bowls.

Or they do, but they’re goofily shallow bowls. So the part of veggie soup in this meal will be

played by baked potatoes and salad.

SEE ALSO

Goes well with salad.

HISTORY

Based on the Versatile veg soup recipe on the BBC Good Food site. Obviously they don’t add

spices because that’s illegal in Britain.

AUTHORS

Kevin Lyda <kevin@phrye.com>

BUGS

Watch out for flies. Alert your waiter.
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NAME

roast-chicken — dutch oven roasted chicken with vegetables

SYNOPSIS

A stuffed chicken slow roasted with loads of vegetables.

DESCRIPTION

Moist and juicy chicken combined with well roasted vegetables. All hot from the oven. This is

easy to make but needs to be cooked for many.

If you don’t use the resulting broth right away you can freeze it. You can also add it to

veggie-soup(6) though obviously it stops being vegetarian then.

IMPLEMENTATION NOTES

First you need a chicken. My butcher makes them already stuffed and cut away from the bone.

Can’t get much easier than that. Otherwise you’ll need to make stuffing or just stuff it full of

vegetables yourself.

Then you’ll need an onion, some carrots, some celery, some potatoes and some garlic cloves.

Note that I skipped the garlic for one of the chickens. Rough cut everything but the potatoes -

they can be added whole.

ENVIRONMENT

Put a layer of carrots and celery on the bottom of a cast iron pot. Drop in the chicken. Add in

the onions and remaining carrots around the edges. Then add in the potatoes. Add sprigs of

rosemary and whatever other spices are handy. Thyme, sage, parsley, chives, oregano, crushed

chili and dill are all nice.

Place in the oven covered at around 160C for four to five hours. Pull it out and baste the

chicken about once an hour during that time. Note that the pot is hot and it is heavy. Use pot

holders and remember that toes are breakable so hold firmly.

FILES

Remove the chicken from the pot and carve on a board. Transfer to a warm serving platter.

Scoop out the vegetables into a warm serving bowl. Get both out to the table.

Leave the remaining liquid in the pot and heat on the hob at a low heat. Add in some corn-

starch that’s been mixed well in cold water. The gravy should thicken up at this point. If not,

mix in a little more cornstarch in cold water. Transfer to a gravy boat.

COMPATIBILITY

Is chicken a vegetable? No? Ok, fine, not vegetarian.

HISTORY

Variations of this are found all over the net. Just search for "dutch oven chicken."

AUTHORS

Kevin Lyda <kevin@phrye.com>
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NAME

chicken-curry — slow cooked Thai chicken curry.

SYNOPSIS

Easy to make chicken curry in the slow cooker.

DESCRIPTION

Take about 10 minutes to prep the ingredients and put them in the slow cooker. Come back

three hours later and there’s dinner! Just add rice. Spend an extra ten minutes frying up some

veg before serving if you want it a little fancier.

IMPLEMENTATION NOTES

• 1 can coconut milk

• ¼ cup peanut butter

• 2 tbsp red curry paste

• 2 tbsp soy or teriyaki sauce

• 3 tbsp lime or lemon juice

• 2 tbsp brown sugar

• 4 cloves garlic, minced or pressed (or 2 tsp minced garlic)

• ½ cup chicken stock

• ½ tsp ground ginger

• ½ tsp crushed red pepper flakes

• ½ kg chopped chicken breasts

ENVIRONMENT

Put the slow cooker on low and combine everything except the chicken. Whisk them all

together and then add the chicken. Cover and leave on low for three hours.

If you like to make it look/taste a bit nicer sautée some peppers and some scallions. You can

also add peanuts.

FILES

Serve over rice or noodles.

COMPATIBILITY

Not vegetarian, but if you swap out the chicken stock for vegetable stock and replace the

chicken with a selection of tougher vegetables that could use a three hour slow cook, it could

be vegetarian.

Contains nuts. Also cooked by a nut but unless there was a chopping board accident, does not

contain him.

This is not a traditional Thanksgiving dish. But my oven is only so big people.

HISTORY

A number of slow cooker or crockpot recipes include a dish similar to this. I tweaked it a little

per my tastes.
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AUTHORS

Kevin Lyda <kevin@phrye.com>
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NAME

lasagne — vegetarian lasagne

SYNOPSIS

A vegetarian lasagne with courgette.

DESCRIPTION

Cheesy, tomatoey, layered goodness. This is different than the lasagne usually found in Ireland

in that it uses ricotta cheese instead of béchamel sauce (or as I like to call it, blechamel sauce).

IMPLEMENTATION NOTES

You’ll need:

• pasta sauce

• courgette

• onion

• lasagne noodles

• ricotta

• mozzarella

• flour

Cut the courgette and onion into small cubes and fry in a small amount of oil till a golden

brown. Coat the pieces in flour and leave for 30 minutes.

Add the pasta sauce to a pot and warm to a simmer. Add the courgette and onion mix and let

them simmer together for a few minutes and then remove from the heat.

Slice up the mozzarella into thickish strips.

There is no need to boil the noodles first, they’ll cook just fine in the sauce.

Get a large square pan and set up the ingredients nearby.

Starting with a thin layer of the sauce mixture on the bottom add the ingredients in layers like

so: noodles, sauce, ricotta, mozzarella. Should manage three layers.

ENVIRONMENT

Cover the pan with tinfoil (keeping it away from the cheese) and bake at 160C for an hour.

Remove from the oven.

When ready to serve place back in the oven without the tinfoil for about 10 minutes or until the

cheese begins to brown.

FILES

Cut into squares and then serve.

COMPATIBILITY

Ve getarian.

A courgette in American English is a zucchini and an aubergine is an eggplant. Little known

fact: in America the foot is defined by the length of an eggplant grown by George Washington.
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HISTORY

This is based on the meat version of this dish which my mom used to make for me on Thanks-

giving. I wasn’t a huge turkey fan back then. We learned the "not needing to boil the noodles"

trick from a friend of mine’s mom back in college. I’ve done a few aubergine versions but this

will be my first courgette version.

AUTHORS

Bernadette Lyda <ber@ie.suberic.net>

Kevin Lyda <kevin@phrye.com>

BUGS

Unlike George Washington, I can tell a lie.
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NAME

sweet-potato — roasted sweet potatoes and parsnips

SYNOPSIS

Maple syrup roasted sweet potatoes and parsnips.

DESCRIPTION

The traditional Thanksgiving vegetable - with a little bit of Canada thrown in. On a cold autum

day, warm slow roasted root vegetables make it all better.

IMPLEMENTATION NOTES

For every half kilo of sweet potatoes or parsnips you need:

• 2 tbsp rapeseed oil

• 2 tbsp maple syrup

• 1 tbsp balsamic vinegar

Clean the vegetables, trim away any bad bits and cut up larger ones such that they’re a uniform

size. Might want the parsnips to be smaller.

Mix them together in a pan with the rest of the ingredients.

ENVIRONMENT

Bake for an hour at 160C.

FILES

Remove from the oven into a warm serving bowl. Fight over the spoon used to do this but don’t

burn your tongue!

COMPATIBILITY

Ve getarian.

HISTORY

Found a "Honey roasted yams" recipe on a New Zealand vegetable marketing site. Modified it

a bit to bring a little Canada into the mix. Note that what people usually call yams are in fact

sweet potatoes. Actual yams are a pain to cook.

AUTHORS

Kevin Lyda <kevin@phrye.com>
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NAME

steamed-veggies — a selection of steamed vegetables

SYNOPSIS

Still crunchy steamed vegetables with pepper.

DESCRIPTION

Broccoli, green beans, peas and other vegetables steamed with a bit of pepper added. In general

these are steamed from frozen. Apparently frozen vegetables are often more fresh than fresh

ones as they’re frozen quickly after harvest. No idea if it’s true - but I do know they inv olve

way less chopping!

IMPLEMENTATION NOTES

Open the bag. See - way less chopping.

ENVIRONMENT

Put an inch or two of water in the base of a small pan. Put the steamer on top and add the veg-

etables. Grind a bit of pepper over them. Bacon bits can also be nice over green beans. Cook

on a high for about 10 minutes and then keep an eye on them to see when they’re a bright

green. Might want to stir them about, but not too much as opening the lid lets out the steamy

magic.

FILES

Pop into a warm serving bowl and get it to the table right away.

COMPATIBILITY

Oddly bacon bits are often vegetarian, so even with them this dish works for vegetarians.

SEE ALSO

Goes well with meat. Obviously if you’re a vegetarian, some sort of a protein would be good.

Might I suggest lasagne(6) ?

AUTHORS

Kevin Lyda <kevin@phrye.com>
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NAME

apple-crumble — apple and blueberry crumble

SYNOPSIS

The lazy man’s apple tart.

DESCRIPTION

It’s a dessert and it’s one of your five a day!

IMPLEMENTATION NOTES

For the filling:

• 3 cooking apples peeled, cored and sliced 1 inch thick

• 1 tbsp sugar

• 1 tbsp molasses

• ¼ cup of frozen blueberries

For the crumble:

• 175g plain flour

• 110g brown sugar

• 110g cold butter

In addition for the topping you’ll need 1 tbsp roalled oats and 1 tbsp brown sugar.

ENVIRONMENT

For the filling, toss apples and blueberries with sugar. Add to pan.

For the crumble, put flour and sugar in a bowl and then cut in the butter. Rub it by hand until

the mixture looks like moist breadcrumbs. Look for any big lumps and work them down.

Shake the crumb mix over the pan. Try for an even layer. Compress lightly with a fork.

Sprinkle the oat and sugar mixture over the crumb.

Bake for 30-40 minutes in a 170C fan oven.

FILES

Serve with custard or ice cream.

COMPATIBILITY

Ve getarian.

Note that this recipe is for a 20cm pan. Which is a ridiculously small amount of this wonderful-

ness. Just multiply everything by two. Or three. Except the cooking times and temperature.

Don’t be silly. Also, yes, you have to multiply the pan dimmensions by the square of whatever

you’re multiplying the ingredients by. Listen, do you want to be doing math or eating crumble?

SEE ALSO

Goes well with a nice cup of tea.

HISTORY

Modified from a recipe found on the BBC Good Food website.
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